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ANT - Labor - machines?

writing stories/building models.

[Diagram of a process with labeled boxes: Problem, Analysis, Model, Solution, Programming algorithm]
1) I see myself as a researcher in the Taylor tradition (all AR in dept to Taylor)
   - producing instruments (understand the demands)
   - producing practical engines (shaky method)
   - creating conflict.
   *Fallen out against theory*

2) Use ANT for understand N/A, you don't.
   *John Arami*

3) Use CAS for design solutions P/C-MAN.

---

erbdej'i = model

* Kilduen vs. momuldehur

Epistemology = knowledge
High anxiety is a model of hidden danger.

What should history of the world be?

1. Construct model
2. Deduction
3. Interpretation

[Diagram with numbered steps and arrows indicating flow]